
Feschin M.A. Preventing pickpocketing. The article deals with the role of preventing pocket theft in the activities of 

investigators NPU, measures to counter pocket theft. Analyzing the views of domestic and foreign scientists found that pocket 

theft is considered one of the oldest types of crimes, which was, is and will be the most widespread kind of urban crime and 

refers to the most professional types of criminal activity due to the fact that this type of attack requires some training . Analyzing 

the views of domestic and foreign scientists found that pocket theft is considered one of the oldest types of crimes, which was, is 

and will be the most widespread kind of urban crime and refers to the most professional types of criminal activity due to the fact 

that this type of attack requires some training . The essence, tasks and directions of prevention of pocket thefts are specified. It is 

stated and grounded that the prevention of pocket theft is divided into prevention, carried out before the formation of criminal 

intent; Prevention of the occurrence after the formation of criminal intent before the initial theft; termination of theft, which 

includes precautionary measures taken after the commencement of criminal acts. The conditions and reasons for pocket theft, the 

choice of the most optimal and effective measures of general and individual prevention of pocket thefts are determined. Proposed 

measures of general prevention aimed at identifying, eliminating and neutralizing the causes and conditions that facilitate the 

commission of pocket thefts are divided into: managerial; organizational; organizational tactical, informational and analytical and 

those that directly affect the criminogenic factors. The measures of individual prophylaxis are characterized, which, in contrast to 

the general, are directed directly to the person of professional criminals and circumstances that form their anti-social position. 
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